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This is our second annual report on the gender pay gap.
The transparency and accountability that the pay gap
report brings is crucial in driving greater equality in
the workplace.
A diverse and inclusive workforce is pivotal to our cultural
transformation and to deliver our strategy at Santander
London Branch. We are committed to fostering a work
environment in which everyone feels respected, valued and
able to contribute. Having a diverse workforce will enable
us to understand and reflect modern society, which is
critical to our business success.

As all other international branches
of Banco Santander, London
Branch forms part of the Santander
Corporate and Investment
Banking (“SCIB”) franchise. SCIB
is Santander’s wholesale division
focusing on clients that, due to their
size, complexity or geographical
footprint, require a tailored service
or high value-added wholesale
product. Santander London Branch
is part of this integrated global
business model.

Equal opportunities between men and women are a priority
throughout the Santander London Branch for me and the
leadership team. This means ensuring that through our
policies, processes and decisions, we will achieve effective
equality at all levels and create an inclusive environment
that makes everyone feel comfortable and realise their
potential.
We have a systematic approach and we believe the best
way to make progress in diversity and inclusion is with
the contributions and support of a diverse representation
of our colleagues. So, we created various working groups
with the aim to drive and cascade initiatives that will highly
contribute to our cultural transformation. Together with
other panels, the D&I working group has pulled together
a number of initiatives that will ensure that diversity
and inclusion are at the top of our priorities to attract, train

and retain the best employees; attain better, sustainable
results; and contribute to a better future for everyone.
A summary of some of these initiatives are described in
this report.

Darren Jones

Branch Manager, Banco Santander, S.A., Santander London Branch

I confirm that the figures in our disclosure are accurate and
have been calculated in accordance with gender pay gap
reporting requirements as outlined in the legislation and
accompanying guidance.
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What is our Gender Pay Gap at
Santander London Branch?
The gender pay gap shows the difference in
average pay between women and men. This
is different to equal pay i.e. women and men
receiving the same pay for the same role.
The gender pay gap considers all roles at all levels of the
Santander London Branch, rather than comparing pay
received by women and men performing the same roles.
We regularly review and analyse our employee pay to
ensure men and women are treated equally when performing the same role.

In 2020 gender pay and bonus gaps for the London
Branch are still larger than we would like. Whilst we
acknowledge the progress made to date, we know
that there is more to do. In our structure there are still
proportionately more men in our senior leadership
team and a greater proportion of women in non-front
office functions.
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What is our Gender Pay Gap
at Santander London Branch?
35.9%

The mean average gender pay gap in
Santander London Branch, up 1.7
percentage points from our last report.

57.6%

The mean average gender bonus gap in
Santander London Branch, up 0.5
percentage points from our last report.

38.6%

The median average gender pay gap in
Santander London Branch, down 1.7
percentage points from our last report.

The proportion of
eligible male and
female employees
who received a bonus
was 92.0% (male) and
86.9% (female).

64.4%

The median average gender bonus gap in
Santander London Branch, down 6.1
percentage points from our last report.

Pay quartiles (% of total employees in each quartile)

13%
87%

Footnote

Top Quartile

11%

Male
Female

89%

Second Quartile

Third Quartile

34%

Male
Female

•M
 ean gender pay gap: This is the percentage difference between the mean hourly rate of pay for male employees and the mean
hourly rate of pay for female employees. Mean averages are calculated by adding up all the hourly rates of a group of people
and then dividing the result by the number of people in the group. below,
•M
 edian gender pay gap: This is the percentage difference between the median hourly rate of pay for male employees and the
median hourly rate of pay for female employees. Median averages are calculated by listing all the pay amounts in numerical
order and taking the middle amount (or, if there is an even number of amounts, the average of the two central amounts).

66%

Male
Female

Fourth Quartile

59%

41%

Male
Female

• Mean gender bonus gap: This is the percentage difference between the mean average bonus payment received by male employees and the mean average bonus payment received by female employees. Mean averages are calculated by adding up all of
the bonus payments of a group of people and dividing the result by the number of people in the group.
• Median gender bonus gap: This is the percentage difference between the median bonus payment received by male employees
and the median average bonus payment received by female employees. Median averages are calculated by listing all the bonus
amounts in numerical order and taking the middle bonus amount (or, if there is an even number of bonus amounts, the average
of the two central amounts).
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How are we closing the gap?
We recognise that our business
requires continuous and
significant action to improve
diversity. We have established
our plan to improve our gender
diversity with the sponsorship
of senior management. The
plan has its foundations in the
Santander Group strategy on
diversity and inclusion and is
supported by the D&I working
group and other panels.

Santander Group strategy on diversity and inclusion
• Encouraging leaders to get involved: their commitment to being
open and inclusive and to promote diversity will help consolidate
our diverse and inclusive culture.
• Increasing awareness: promoting diversity and shaping our culture
through global standards and actions such as flexible working,
parental leave, training, employee networks and the celebration of
international days.
• Promoting balance: special focus on increasing the number of
women in management and in development programmes.
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Our initiatives for 2021
The D&I working group has driven the initiatives
in 2020 and will continue to do so in 2021.
The working group is made of colleagues from the different businesses of Santander Corporate and Investment
Banking in the UK. They represent different job bands and count on the sponsorship of senior managers. Their
initiatives are periodically discussed at leadership forums.
During 2020 the agenda has moved forward and new initiatives have been launched for 2021. Focus areas
have been mainly gender diversity, although the scope has been widening via new initiatives for 2021.

Review of the resourcing process

Diversity Breakfasts

A deep review of the resourcing process has been
introduced, to promote balanced shortlists at all
levels. Balanced interview panels are used at the
senior levels. New key performance indicators have
been introduced. Job specifications have been revised
to ensure that they are fully inclusive and have
considered flexible working options.

Topics have expanded from just gender to flexible
working, mental wellbeing, life-work balance
and social mobility. The sessions have included
practitioners of prestige in the diversity and inclusion
theme. The breakfasts with internal and external
presenters will continue in 2021.

Reverse mentoring and
mentoring circles
Reverse mentoring continues in 2021, allowing senior
managers to learn directly from their mentees how
their development can best be supported. Reverse
mentoring will be accompanied by a specialised
company that will support the mobilisation of
the programme and will ensure the quality and
productivity of the mentoring process.

Performance Management upgrade
The progress made in 2020 through the roll out of
new training for people managers will be reinforced
in 2021. The topics covered how to improve the
preparation and delivery of the performance reviews
and how to coach with confidence. In 2020 we also
improved the quality of the calibration sessions to
ensure fair, balanced and consistent outcomes. The
gender balance by job band and business has been
revised in detail at the senior leadership.
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Our initiatives for 2021
Periodical monitoring of the gender
dashboard
A comprehensive set of ratios are reviewed on
quarterly basis. They cover female representation,
attrition, resourcing and remuneration. This
dashboard will be supplemented in 2021 with other
analysis covering culture impact, engagement,
wellbeing and other relevant data that will help to
revise policies and processes.

Returnship Programme
Return of female talent is a key area of focus for the
Diversity and Inclusion working group. The group has
analysed options and is engaging with firms that will
support the diverse talent in the return to their career.

Support to maternity and paternity
Buddy schemes will be reinforced to ensure that
colleagues going on maternity and paternity leave are
supported before and at the return of their leaves. The
collaboration from colleagues has been instrumental
in providing helpful guidance.

Diversity Newsletter
Awareness continues to be at the core of the Diversity
and Inclusion working group initiatives. Interviews
with colleague or experts, relevant research, readings
and celebration of the world days are part of the
periodical updates that all our colleagues receive

The Leadership Advisory Forum has also led initiatives that contribute to the cultural transformation. The
aim of the forum is to create the opportunities to develop future leaders who can aspire to senior leadership
positions in Santander London Branch. Members from a diverse background have promoted initiatives to
make positive improvements to our culture and business, such as the promotion process, skill-development
programme or the horizon programme that has facilitated junior secondments in business.

Santander Corporate & Investment Banking is a brand name used by Banco Santander, S.A., and its affiliates. Banco Santander, S.A. Registered Address: Paseo de Pereda 9-12, 39004 Santander, Spain.
Registered with the Bank of Spain (Banco de España) under registration number 0049 with CIF A-39000013. Registered in Spain. Banco Santander S.A., London Branch is authorised and regulated by the
Bank of Spain and is deemed authorised under the UK Temporary Permissions Regime by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Banco Santander S.A., London Branch is subject to regulation by the Financial
Conduct Authority and limited regulation by the Prudential Regulation Authority. Details of the Temporary Permissions Regime, which allows EEA-based firms to operate in the UK for a limited period while
seeking full authorisation, are available on the Financial Conduct Authority’s website. Details about the extent of our regulations by the Financial Conduct Authority and Prudential Regulation Authority are
available from us on request. The Banco Santander, S.A. entry in the Financial Services Register can be viewed by visiting the Financial Conduct Authority’s website www.fca.org.uk/register. Santander and
the flame logo are registered trademarks.
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